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Abstract Submission Form 

Thank you for submitting your abstract for the 2017 AHS Symposium. Please complete all 
sections of this form; note that we reserve the right to edit for clarity and space requirements. 

Contact Info 

First Name:  __________________________________________________________________  

Last Name:  ___________________________________________________________________  

Title:  ________________________________________________________________________  

Organization / Company:  _______________________________________________________  

Cell Phone:  ___________________________________________________________________  

E-mail:  ______________________________________________________________________  

About Your Presentation 

Title (12 words max):  ___________________________________________________________  

Summary (25 words max; for the program booklet):  __________________________________  

 _____________________________________________________________________________  

 _____________________________________________________________________________  

Abstract (400 words max; provide sufficient detail to allow us to evaluate your proposed topic; 
this will be posted on the Symposium web site): 
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About You 

Biography (100 words max; to be read by the moderator before your presentation):  

 


	First Name: Edward
	Last Name: Schenk
	Title: Physical Scientist
	Organization  Company: National Park Service - Grand Canyon
	Cell Phone: 
	Email: edward_schenk@nps.gov
	Title 12 words max: Hydrology projects related to the Grand Canyon TransCanyon Pipeline
	Summary 25 words max for the program booklet: A presentation on several National Park
	1: Service surface and groundwater studies associated with the replacement of
	2: the nearly 50 year old Grand Canyon TransCanyon water supply pipeline.
	bio: Edward Schenk is the physical science program manager at Grand Canyon National Park. Hehas supervised the program for nearly 3 years. Before his current position he spent a decadeas a research fluvial geomorphologist with the National Research Program of the USGS.
	Abstract: The Grand Canyon TransCanyon Water Supply Pipeline is one of the largest and mostimpressive civil engineering works of the National Park Service (NPS). The 6 inch water lineextends from Roaring Springs Cave near the North Rim across the canyon to supply water tonearly 6 million visitors and residents at the South Rim of the canyon. The pipeline is partiallygravity fed with only one significant pumping structure. The pipeline is scheduled to bereplaced as it has exceeded it's design life and fails on a regular basis. Scientists with the NPSare conducting several surface and groundwater studies as part of the replacement planningand design process. This presentation will provide a brief overview of some of these studiesincluding one of the largest groundwater delineation (dye trace) studies in the USA, a fishhabitat model, hyperheic exchange empirical modeling, hydograph recession work, nutrientcycling downstream of a treated wastewater discharge point, and a sinkhole morphologyproject. 


